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Objective: When linking outcomes to the Inter-
national Classification of Functioning, Disability 
and Health (ICF), inter-rater reliability is typically 
assessed at the conclusion of the linking process. 
This method does not allow for iterative evaluation 
and adaptations that would improve inter-rater reli-
ability as novices gain experience. This pilot study 
aims to quantify the inter-rater reliability of novice 
linkers when using an innovative, sequential, itera-
tive linking method to link prosthetic outcomes to 
the ICF.
Methods: Across 5 sequential rounds, 2 novices 
independently linked outcomes to the ICF. A con-
sensus discussion followed each round that infor-
med refinement of the customized ICF linking rules. 
The inter-rater reliability was calculated for each 
round using Gwet’s agreement coefficient (AC1).
Results: A total of 1,297 outcomes were linked across 
5 rounds. At the end of round 1 inter-rater reliabi-
lity was high (AC1 = 0.74, 95% confidence interval 
(95% CI) 0.68–0.80). At the end of round 3, inter-
rater reliability (AC1 = 0.84, 95% CI 0.80–0.88) was 
significantly improved and marked the point of con-
sistency where further improvements in inter-rater 
reliability were not statistically significant.
Conclusion: A sequential iterative linking method 
provides a learning curve that allows novices to 
achieve high-levels of agreement through consen-
sus discussion and iterative refinement of the cus-
tomized ICF linking rules.

Services and Sport, La Trobe University, Melbourne, Victoria, 
Australia. L.Clarke2@latrobe.edu.au

Linking outcomes to the International Classifica-
tion of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) 

is a well-established technique for mapping existing 
research in a way that helps to identify areas of research 
focus and evidence gaps (1).

The methods used to link outcomes to the ICF are descri-
bed by ICF Linking Rules (2–4). These linking rules aim to 
improve the accuracy and reliability with which outcomes 
are linked to the ICF (4). For example, the ICF linking 
rules recommend that researchers consider and document 
the meaningful concept. The meaningful concept refers to 
the main concept that the outcome describes (4). As an 
example, in the following sentence, the meaningful con-
cept is probably fatigue, not meal preparation: At the end 
of the day are you too tired to cook a meal? Understanding 
the meaningful concept is important, given the context is 
key to accurate and reliable linking of outcomes to the ICF. 
In addition to identifying the meaningful concept, the ICF 
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linking rules also describe the importance of preparatory 
ICF training (3, 4), study-specific customization of the 
linking rules, and independent linking by 2 investigators 
followed by consensus discussion (4). 

While these linking rules are an important component 
of a well-designed method, particularly given their 
intent to improve ICF linking inter-rater reliability (3), 
studies using these linking rules report a wide range 
of inter-rater reliability statistics (Cohen’s kappa, 
κ = 0.41 – 0.98) (5–8). To some extent, the variation 
between studies reflects: the ICF level at which out-
comes are linked (e.g. ICF component or second-level 
category) (5, 7), the ambiguity of the outcomes being 
linked (9), the expertise and familiarity with the topic 
area (10, 11), as well as the differing experience bet-
ween expert and novice linkers (6).

Given the number of factors that influence inter-
rater reliability and its importance as a quality-control 
mechanism, investigators routinely report agreement 
statistics to engender confidence in the reliability of 
the linking and the trustworthiness of the research 
conclusions. These data are an important quality 
control-mechanism (1) given that linking outcomes 
to the ICF is subjective and requires a high-degree of 
interpretation based on content-specific knowledge (4) 
with limited scope to assess accuracy (12). 

Typically in ICF linking studies, all outcomes are 
independently linked, followed by a single consensus 
discussion, known as an iterative method (1). Using 
this method, inter-rater reliability is calculated once, 
after all outcomes are independently linked. This met-
hod limits the opportunity for independent linkers to 
regularly engage in consensus discussions throughout 
the linking process; discussions that aid the reconcilia-
tion of disagreement, build a shared understanding, and 
inform refinements to the customized linking rules that 
will probably improve reliability. 

There is an opportunity to explore an innovative met-
hod of linking to the ICF that may improve reliability, 
particularly among novice linkers. This innovative 
method involves independent linking of a proportion 
of the outcomes in sequential rounds. Each round is 
followed by a consensus discussion that provides an 
opportunity to: reflect on the proportion of agreement, 
identify common cause of disagreement, reconcile 
these disagreements, and refine the customized ICF 
linking rules with the intent to improve inter-rater relia-
bility in subsequent rounds. We hypothesize that this 
innovative approach will improve inter-rater reliability 
over time (i.e. across sequential rounds of linking) 
given the learning curve that it affords novice linkers. 

Therefore, the aim of this pilot study was to quantify 
the inter-rater reliability of novice linkers over time 
using the sequential iterative ICF linking method to 
determine; specifically:

 • a baseline agreement and inter-rater reliability after 
novices have completed the preparatory ICF training 
and the first round of linking,

 • the number of outcomes that need to be independently 
linked to establish a consistent level of agreement and 
inter-rater reliability, and

 • the level of agreement and inter-rater reliability 
once linkers have completed preparatory ICF 
training, established study-specific linking rules, 
and developed experience after all rounds of linking.

METHODS

A 2-part method was used, which included a systematic 
search to identify the outcomes measured in the exis-
ting prosthetics research, followed by an observational 
study in which participants linked these outcomes to 
the ICF (Fig. 1).

Ethics approval was obtained from the La Trobe 
University Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC 
number 19467).

Part 1: Identify outcomes measured in prosthetic 
research
A summary of the Part 1 method has been reported 
here; acknowledge that a more comprehensive descrip-
tion has previously been published (13).

A structured search was used to identify systematic 
reviews describing the effect of lower-limb prosthetic 
interventions in: MEDLINE, AMED, Embase, and 
PsychINFO, Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied 
Health Literature (CINAHL), ProQuest Nursing and 
Allied Health, Web of Science, and the Cochrane 
Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR). The search 
strategy was adopted from a previously published sys-
tematic review protocol. From the identified literature, 
the outcomes used to measure the effect of prosthetic 
interventions were extracted verbatim to establish a 
list of prosthetic outcomes. 

PART 2: Link outcomes to the International 
Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health 
framework
The list of outcomes from Part 1 were linked to the ICF 
by 2 novice linkers using the recommended linking pro-
cedures (3, 4) across 5 sequential iterative linking rounds.

Participants
For the purpose of this study, novice linkers were 
defined as investigators who had not undertaken ICF 
linking training nor had prior ICF linking experience. 
The 2 novice linkers involved in the linking (LC; ER) 
were experts in the field of orthotics and prosthetics 
and were tertiary qualified orthotist/prosthetists, each 
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Fig. 1. Two-part method to identify and link outcomes of prosthetic interventions to the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and 
Health (ICF) framework.
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Reliability of novices linking outcomes to the ICF p. 4 of 10

with more than 15 years of experience working across a 
range of settings, including: clinical practice, research, 
tertiary education, association management and policy. 
Each had undertaken postgraduate studies at either the 
masters or doctoral level.

International Classification of Functioning, 
Disability and Health Linking training.
Both linkers (LC; ER) independently completed pre-
paratory training (4) that aimed to improve knowledge 
of the ICF and linking accuracy. The training included 
completing and passing the ICF Introductory Module 
online quiz (80%) (17), studying the ICF Beginners 
Guide (18), Practical Manual (19), and linking rules 
(4), reviewing prosthetic- and amputation-related ICF 
linking publications (20–25), as well as familiarization 
with the ICF Browser Tool (26).

Customization of International Classification of 
Functioning, Disability and Health linking rules. 
The ICF linking rules were customized for this study 
prior to beginning linking and throughout the iterative 
process. For example, the linking rules were customized 
to include a range of study-specific linking examples 
to assist with assigning outcomes to Not Covered (nc) 
and Not Covered Health Condition, (nc-hc) (i.e. linking 
rule 10) (4). Furthermore, during the iterative process 
the linking rules were further customized to describe an 
interpretative approach to identify the meaningful con-
cept where the linkers identified the probable meaningful 
concept from a review of the title and abstract of each 
original study (i.e. linking rule 2), ensuring researchers 
considered the context in which the outcome was used 
(4). The customized ICF linking rules have been publis-
hed previously (13).

International Classification of Functioning, 
Disability and Health linking procedure. 
In accord with the best-practice ICF linking methods, a 
sequential iterative linking method was developed for 
this investigation, which included independent linking 
by 2 novices followed by a consensus meeting (1, 4). 

Over 5 rounds, 20% of the outcomes extracted were 
randomly chosen and independently linked by 2 novice 
linkers (LC; ER) to the most specific ICF component, 
chapter and category possible (i.e. the linking end-
point) (27). Thus, while the number of studies assigned 
to each round was the same, the number of outcomes 
reported in those studies varied; hence, the differing 
numbers of outcome linked to the ICF in each round.

Linkers undertook their linking independently and 
recorded their results in separate custom-designed 
Excel spreadsheets (Microsoft Corporation, Red-
mond, WA). One linker merged the independent 

linking results in a spreadsheet and identified agre-
ement and disagreement with the linking of each 
outcome. A consensus meeting, attended by only 
the 2 novice linkers followed. During the consensus 
meeting each linked item with disagreement was 
discussed, with both novice linkers presenting their 
linking reasoning. Discussion followed on each 
linked item, until agreement on the most accurate 
linking for each outcome was achieved. If agreement 
could not be reached, review was undertaken by a 
third researcher (MD). Consensus meeting notes 
were taken and the customized ICF linking rules were 
refined to capture decisions made by the 2 linkers 
during the consensus meeting, to support improved 
agreement in subsequent rounds. This process was 
repeated for each of the 5 rounds.

A final reconciliation was conducted at the conclu-
sion of the 5 sequential rounds of linking to ensure 
consistency across rounds. The number of revised 
linking results was recorded. 

Descriptive and inferential analysis of International 
Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health 
linking reliability. 
At the conclusion of each round of linking, descriptive 
statistics were calculated to:

1. Describe the percentage agreement between 2 
independent linkers at each of the component, 
chapter, and category levels of the ICF.

2. Determine the agreement between 2 independent 
linkers at the final ICF linking end-point. The 
categories are described below with supporting 
examples to aid clarity:
(a) Disagree: linkers disagreed on the component 

of the ICF including whether the outcome was 
“linkable” or not.

(b) Partial agree: linkers agreed on the component 
of the ICF. While linkers may have agreed on 
the component, at some point in the linking 
disagreement was observed. The partial agreement 
was coded as either:
 • Partial agree – component: linkers agree on 

the component, but not the chapter,
 • Partial agree – chapter: linkers agree on the 

component and chapter, but disagree on the 
second-level category,

 • Partial agree – second-level category: linkers 
agree on the component, chapter, and second-
level category, but disagree on the third-level 
category,

 • Partial agree – third-level category: linkers 
agree on the component, chapter, second- 
and third-level category, but disagree on the 
fourth-level category,
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(c) Agree – linkers agreed on the same final ICF 
linking end-point.

3. Describe the proportion of outcomes where the 
ICF linking result was revised as part of the final 
reconciliation at the end of the 5 sequential rounds. 

Inter-rater reliability was calculated for each of 
5 sequential linking rounds. Results were reported 
for the final ICF linking end-point, as well as stra-
tification by the ICF component, chapter and each 
category-level. 

The Gwet’s Agreement Coefficient 1 (AC1) (28) was 
used in preference to alternatives such as the Cohen’s or 
Fleiss kappa, which are known to result in artificially low 
agreement statistics in the presence of strong inter-rater 
agreement (29–31). Using the irrCAC-package (32) 
in R for Windows 3.6.1 (The R Foundation, Vienna, 
Austria) inter-rater agreement was reported using the 
AC1 statistic and associated 95% confidence interval 
(95% CI), p-value, and the Ladis and Koch (33) levels 
of agreement (e.g. 0.80 > AC1 ≤ 1, almost perfect) (28). 
The level of agreement assigned was determined by the 
AC1 statistic assuming the cumulative probability was 
greater than 0.95. Where the cumulative probability 
was less than 0.95, the lower level of agreement was 
assigned (28). Cases of perfect agreement between raters 
(i.e. AC1 = 1) were assigned “not applicable, NA” given 
there was no possibility to calculate the cumulative pro-
bability and assign a level of agreement. While higher 
AC1 values indicate greater inter-rater agreement, the 
associated categorical level of agreement should be 
interpreted with caution, given that, while they are useful 
to present and help interpret the result, they are arbitrary.

The Cochrane-Armitage test for linear trend was used 
to determine whether proportionate agreement changed 
over sequential rounds of linking. Calculations were 
performed using R for Windows 3.6.1 with a Bonferroni-
Holm adjustment to control for the risk of type I error.

RESULTS

A total of 1,297 outcomes were independently linked 
to the ICF over 5 sequential rounds. Appendix S1 
includes the linking results for both novice linkers 

(Appendix S1, Tab 2), and the final consensus result 
(Appendix S1, Tab 1) for all outcomes.

Baseline level of inter-rater reliability of novice linkers
In round 1, 235 outcomes were linked to the ICF. Lin-
kers agreed on the linking end-point 74.5% of the time 
(AC1 = 0.74, 0.68–0.80, p < 0.001) (Table I). Where 
there was disagreement between linkers, this most 
often occurred in determining the ICF Component (39 
of 235, 16.6%) (Table II). For example, linkers differed 
in the linking of multidimensional instruments (e.g. 
“Activities Balance Confidence score”) and ambiguous 
outcomes (e.g. “implant removal rate” and “stability”) 
at the Component level (Appendix S1, Tab 3).

The point of consistency in inter-rater reliability
At the end of round 3, 787 outcomes had been linked 
to the ICF. Linkers agreed on the linking end-point 
84.1% of the time (AC1 = 0.84, 95% CI 0.80 – 0.88, 
p < 0.001), which was a significant improvement 
over that observed at the end of round 1 (AC1 = 0.74, 
0.68–0.80, p < 0.001) or round 2 (AC1 = 0.67, 95% 
CI 0.62–0.73, p < 0.001). Given that the inter-rater 
reliability of the linking end-point at the end of round 
3 (84.1%, AC1 = 0.84, 95% CI 0.80–0.88, p < 0.001) 
was comparable to that observed in round 4 (88.0%, 
AC1 = 0.88, 95% CI 0.84–0.92, p < 0.001) and round 
5 (92%; AC1 = 0.92, 95% CI 0.88–0.95, p < 0.001), 
round 3 marked the point of consistency in inter-rater 
reliability (Table I). After the point of consistency, there 
remained some disagreement; acknowledging that this 
was often a reflection of the specificity of the linking 
(Table II). For example, in linking “oxygen consump-
tion”, 1 linker progressed linking to the fourth level, 
whilst the other stopped at the third level (e.g. b4558 
and b455) (Appendix S1, Tab 2).

Final inter-rater reliability after completion of 5 
sequential iterative linking rounds 
In round 5, 218 outcomes were linked to the ICF. Lin-
kers agreed on the linking end-point 91.7% of the time 
(AC1 = 0.92, 95% CI 0.88–0.95, p < 0.001) (Table I). 

Table I. Descriptive and inferential statistics describing the inter-rater reliability of the final linking end-point for sequential rounds and 
total linking

 Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Total of all Rounds 

Total (N)* 235 269 283 292 218 1297
Missing (n) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Disagree (n) 60 86 45 35 18 244
Agreement (n) 175 183 238 257 200 1,053
% Agreement 74.47 68.03 84.10 88.01 91.74 81.19
AC1 (95% CI) 0.74 (0.68, 0.80) 0.67 (0.62, 0.73) 0.84 (0.80, 0.88) 0.88 (0.84, 0.92) 0.92 (0.88, 0.95) 0.81 (0.79, 0.83)
p-value < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

Cochrane-Armitage test for linear trend showed significant differences in proportionate agreement between Rounds: 1 vs 3 p = 0.046; 1 vs 4 p < 0.001; 
1 vs 5 p < 0.001; 2 vs 3 p < 0.001; 2 vs 4 p < 0.001; 2 vs 5 p < 0.001.
AC1: Gwet’s Agreement Coefficient 1; 95% CI: 95% confidence interval).
*The number of studies assigned to each round was the same; however, the number of outcomes reported in those studies varied; hence N varies for each round.
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Reliability of novices linking outcomes to the ICF p. 6 of 10

Impact of final reconciliation 
The reconciliation at the conclusion of all sequential 
rounds resulted in revision to the linking of 35 of the 
1,297 outcomes (2.7%) (Appendix S1, Tab 1).

DISCUSSION

This study investigated the baseline level of agreement 
of novice ICF linkers, the final agreement when a 
sequential iterative linking method was used, the 
number of outcomes needed to be linked to achieve 
consistent agreement, and the impact of final reconci-
liation on linking reclassification.

Baseline level of inter-rater reliability of novice linkers
The baseline agreement observed at the end of round 1 
(74%) was similar to that reported in studies involving 
expert linkers (59–93%) (6, 10). The finding that novice 

linkers could achieve a similar level of agreement as 
experts affirms the value of a method designed in accord 
with ICF linking rules (4) that includes: the completion 
of recommended ICF training, study-specific prepara-
tory ICF training, and the development of study-specific 
customized linking rules.

Study-specific ICF training and customization of the 
linking rules, are features of the method designed to 
improve the reliability with which outcomes are linked 
to the ICF (1, 3, 4, 34). In particular, the completion 
of study-specific ICF training allowed novice linkers 
to develop a familiarity with the outcomes and the 
second-level categories that would probably be linked 
in this study. Furthermore, customization of the study-
specific linking rules over sequential rounds of linking 
provided linkers with a learning curve that allowed 
a shared understanding to be built over time. For 
example, the linking rules were customized to facilitate 
identification of the meaningful concept, as required 

Table II. Descriptive and inferential statistics describing the inter-rater reliability of the final linking end-point for sequential rounds of 
linking stratified by the ICF Component, Chapter and Second-, Third- and Fourth-level categories

Component Chapter Second level Third level Fourth level

Round 1
Missing 0 27 0 116 29
Disagree (N) 39 2 11 8 0
Perfect (N) 196 167 156 32 3
Total (N)* 235 196 167 156 32
% Agreement 83.40 98.82 93.41 80.00 100.00%
AC1 (95% CI) 0.82 (0.77, 0.87) 0.99 (0.97, 1) 0.93 (0.89, 0.97) 0.78 (0.64, 0.93) 1 (NA, NA)
p-value < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 NA

Round 2
Missing 0 34 1 91 57
Disagree (N) 52 1 21 12 NA
Perfect (N) 217 182 160 57 NA
Total (N)* 269 217 182 160 57
% Agreement 80.67 99.45 88.40 82.61 NA
AC1 (95% CI) 0.79 (0.74, 0.84) 0.99 (0.98, 1) 0.88 (0.83, 0.93) 0.82 (0.72, 0.91) NA
p-value < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 NA

Round 3
Missing 0 30 3 160 43
Disagree (N) 30 3 9 3 0
Perfect (N) 253 220 208 45 2
Total (N)* 283 253 220 208 45
% Agreement 89.40 98.65 95.85 93.75 100.00
AC1 (95% CI) 0.89 (0.85, 0.93) 0.99 (0.97, 1) 0.96 (0.93, 0.99) 0.93 (0.86, 1) 1 (NA, NA)
p-value < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 NA

Round 4
Missing 0 37 2 140 77
Disagree (N) 22 1 7 5 0
Perfect (N) 270 232 223 78 1
Total (N)* 292 280 232 273 78
% Agreement 92.47% 99.57% 96.96% 93.98% 100.00%
AC1 (95% CI) 0.92 (0.89, 0.95) 1.00 (0.99, 1.00) 0.97 (0.95, 1.00) 0.94 (0.88, 0.99) NA
p-value < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 NA

Round 5
Missing 0 35 0 108 54
Disagree (N) 11 0 4 3 0
Perfect (N) 207 172 168 57 3
Total (N)* 218 207 172 168 57
% Agreement 94.95 100.00 97.67 95.00 100.00
AC1 (95% CI) 0.95 (0.92, 0.98) 1 (1, 1) 0.98 (0.95, 1.00) 0.95 (0.89, 1) 1 (NA, NA)
p-value < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 NA

Cases of perfect agreement between raters (i.e. AC1 = 1) were assigned “not applicable, NA” given there was no possibility to calculate the cumulative 
probability and assign a level of agreement.
AC1: Gwet’s Agreement Coefficient 1; 95% CI: 95% confidence interval; NA: not applicable.
*The number of studies assigned to each round was the same; however, the number of outcomes reported in those studies varied; hence, the total outcomes 
(N) varies for each round.
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by linking rule 2 (4). Further customization prior to 
initiating linking, such as establishing an approach to 
link multidimensional instruments and ambiguous out-
comes, would have probably led to greater inter-rater 
reliability at baseline. As a generalization, studies that 
do not incorporate these aspects in their method design 
have reported lower inter-rater reliability (34, 35). The 
degree to which rigorous method design can improve 
inter-rater reliability can be seen in a study in which 
authors re-linked after the establishment of customized 
linking rules showing that inter-rater reliability impro-
ved from a Cohen’s kappa (κ) of 0.746 to 0.902 (34).

Refinements to the study-specific linking rules to 
improve inter-rater reliability
A number of refinements were made to the study-
specific linking rules, particularly at the end of round 1, 
which helped improve agreement in subsequent rounds 
(13). We provide the following insights of refinements 
and lessons learnt from adopting the sequential itera-
tive linking method.

At the end of round 1, a refinement was made to specify 
how multi-dimensional instruments would be linked to 
the ICF given the disagreement observed between inde-
pendent linkers. For example, in linking the Questionnaire 
for Persons with Transfemoral Amputation (Q-TFA), 1 
linker considered all of the individual concepts captured 
by the Q-TFA questions (e.g. Mobility, d4; Products and 
Technology e1; Global health, nd-gh) (36) and therefore 
could not link the Q-TFA to a specific component (Not 
Defined, nd). Disagreement occurred as the second linker 
considered the majority of individual concepts captured 
by the Q-TFA questions and therefore linked this outcome 
at the component level (Mobility, d4). 

In addition, the customized ICF linking rules were 
refined to ensure that the likely meaningful concept 
of each outcome was considered during linking. The 
method did not include this rule at the outset, given that 
outcomes were extracted from systematic reviews that 
did not provide sufficient detail to confirm the context of 
what was being measured. At the end of round 1, there 
was considerable disagreement between independent 
linkers who had differing interpretations of the meaning-
ful concept of each outcome. For example, in linking the 
outcome “peak pylon accelerations”, 1 linker interpreted 
the outcome as describing the gait pattern of the pro-
sthetic limb (e.g. motion of pylon during walking) and 
therefore linked to Gait Pattern Functions (b770). Disa-
greement occurred as the second linker interpreted the 
outcome as describing the mechanical function of the 
pylon and linked to Assistive Products and Technology 
for Personal Use in Daily Living (e1151). This differing 
interpretation highlights the importance of considering 
the context in which the outcome was measured (1, 4), 
as was captured through refinement to the ICF linking 

rules to consider the likely meaningful concept based 
on the title and aim of a study.

Finally, refinements were made to the customized 
linking rules for high-volume outcomes with multiple 
linking options, given these led to a high-level of disagre-
ement. For example, in the round 1 consensus meeting, 
linkers noted that the outcome “skin complications”, 
including callouses and ulcers, could be considered 
normal protective functions (Protective Functions of the 
Skin, b810) or a health condition (Not Defined – Health 
Condition, nc-hc). The linkers chose to specify and 
document rules for these high-volume and  ambiguous 
outcomes to support consistency and reliability in 
 subsequent linking rounds. This specified rule acknow-
ledged that some outcomes could be correctly linked 
to a number of ICF categories, and therefore ongoing 
disagreement could be avoided in subsequent rounds.

The point of consistency in inter-rater reliability 
using a sequential iterative linking method
We hypothesized that linkers would become more 
reliable with iterative practice and that at some point, 
consistency would be associated with the absolute 
number of linked outcomes. Consistency in inter-rater 
reliability was achieved at the end of round 3 and was 
probably due to the achievement of linking saturation, 
rather than the absolute number of linked outcomes. 
For example, at the end of round 3, outcomes had been 
linked to 37 of the 41 (90%) ICF second-level cate-
gories that were ultimately used across the 5 rounds. 
As such, in rounds 4 and 5, few outcomes were linked 
to new ICF second-level categories, which suggests 
linking saturation had occurred (Appendix S1, Tab 3).

In our opinion, the point at which linking saturation 
occurs will vary across studies depending on the hete-
rogeneity and volume of outcomes being linked. For 
example, studies with heterogeneous outcomes that 
link broadly across ICF second-level categories may 
not achieve saturation until a large proportion of the 
linking has been completed. In contrast, studies with 
homogenous outcomes that link narrowly to the ICF may 
achieve linking saturation using just a small proportion 
of the total outcomes. The point of linking saturation (37) 
may provide an indication that linking reliability will 
be maintained in subsequent rounds. Results from this 
study suggest that the point of linking saturation could 
be determined by calculating the number of new ICF 
second-level categories linked in each round. When few 
new ICF categories are linked, saturation has probably 
been reached.

Final inter-rater reliability using a sequential 
iterative linking method
Given the sequential iterative linking method used, 
there was a high level of agreement between linkers in 
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the fifth and final round (91.74%). Collectively, over 
the 5 rounds, a high level of agreement (81.19%) was 
observed between novice linkers.

The high level of agreement achieved in this pilot 
is similar to that of studies involving linking experts 
(i.e. authors of the ICF linking rules) (6, 10, 38) and 
is higher than that reported in a prior study of linkers 
with mixed experience (novices and experts) (Cohen’s 
kappa (κ) 0.69; 55–88%) (6). This suggests that novice 
linkers can achieve inter-rater reliability that is similar to 
expert linkers when the method is designed to include: 
study-specific preparatory ICF training, study-specific 
customisation of the ICF linking rules, and use of a 
sequential iterative linking method. In particular, the 
use of a sequential iterative linking methods provides 
a learning curve for novice linkers to develop a shared 
understanding and refine the linking rules over time.

At the conclusion of the 5 sequential iterative linking 
rounds a reconciliation was undertaken, acknowled-
ging that decisions and rule refinements occurred that 
may result in linking variation across the rounds. The 
reconciliation showed revision to the final linking end-
points for only a small number of outcomes. This small 
number of revisions suggests that the iterative method 
did not introduce risk of variation across rounds and 
therefore novice linkers should be encouraged to 
proceed to linking immediately post-training, where 
their linking is supported by a robust method, inclu-
ding study-specific linking rules, consensus meetings 
between rounds and a final reconciliation. 

Recommendations
Given the results of this investigation we recommend 
that researchers: 

 • Supplement the recommended ICF linking preparations 
with study-specific preparatory training and 
customization of the ICF linking rules to achieve a 
high baseline level of inter-rater reliability,

 • Use a sequential iterative linking method including 
regular consensus meetings until the point of linking 
saturation,

 • Monitor linking saturation during the sequential 
iterative rounds, to ensure linking reliability is 
sufficiently high when the point of saturation occurs. 
Where reliability is not sufficiently high at the point 
of saturation, refinement to the customized ICF 
linking rules and further training to establish a shared 
understanding is recommended,

 • Set inter-rater reliability and saturation hurdles for 
progression to linking the remaining outcomes. For 
example, our results suggest researchers could apply 
an a priori hurdle requirement of > 80% agreement 
between independent linkers, and a saturation hurdle 
of a just few newly linked ICF second-level categories 

in a round before progressing to linking all remaining 
outcomes.

Study limitations
The results of this pilot should be considered in light 
of a number of limitations.

While linking a large number of outcomes to the ICF 
engenders confidence in the agreement statistics that 
quantify inter-rater reliability, we are cognisant that the 
study reflects the experience of 2 novice ICF linkers 
with subject-matter expertise in a single discipline area. 
While ICF linking studies may be undertaken by pairs 
of novice linkers with subject-matter expertise (1, 38), 
we are mindful that further research is required with 
a larger sample of novice linkers to confirm that the 
results of this pilot investigation are generalizable. 
Should other investigators adopt the sequential iterative 
linking method used in this investigation, there would 
be opportunities to synthesize findings across studies 
in a form of meta-analysis to understand whether these 
findings are replicable across different discipline areas 
with independent pairs of novice linkers.

This pilot study achieved high baseline agreement 
between novice linkers. In this investigation, linkers did 
not participate in the ICF Research Branch face-to-face 
workshops as recommended (3, 4). The linkers did, 
however, complete other forms of recommended training 
(4), including the online ICF training modules (17) supp-
lemented with targeted, study-specific training. The high 
baseline agreement between novice linkers suggests that 
the training undertaken was sufficient to achieve a high-
level of agreement, and we encourage other researchers 
to conduct both the recommended ICF training, as well 
as study-specific training, where feasible (4).

The extraction of outcomes from systematic reviews 
was a variation on the approach commonly used to 
identify outcomes for the purpose of linking (4). Given 
this approach, it was necessary to determine the likely 
meaningful concept based on a review of the title and 
aim of each study. Identifying the meaningful concept 
is a prerequisite for any ICF linking (4), with the subse-
quent linking an interpretative endeavour. Given inter-
pretations can vary based on settings (e.g. clinical or 
community), population groups (e.g. people with limb 
loss or people with spinal cord injuries) and between 
linkers (e.g. experts or novices) and the method used in 
this study, there are challenges in reliability identifying 
the meaningful concept prior to linking. Hence, the 
sequential iterative linking approach probably provides 
further benefit given it may minimize the variability 
in identification of the meaningful concept due to the 
regular conversations that are facilitated across linking 
rounds. The high level of agreement between linkers 
should engender confidence that this approach is sound; 
particularly when the customized ICF linking rules 
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were refined to prompt linkers to consider the likely 
meaningful concept before linking each outcome. 

Whilst this study pilots a method that may contribute 
to improved inter-rater reliability amongst novice lin-
kers, caution must be taken in the interpretation of the 
final linking outcome. The sequential iterative linking 
method probably addresses the issue of linking relia-
bility and efficiency by novices, but it does not ensure 
linking accuracy. We encourage future researchers to 
investigate whether this approach improves the accuracy 
of linking completed by novices in comparison with 
experts and consider further method enhancements that 
will contribute to improved accuracy, thereby minimi-
zing the barriers to this research for novices.

Finally, care must be taken when comparing the agre-
ement statistics reported in this investigation against 
other studies given the different methods of linking, as 
well as the likely variations in linking experience and 
content expertise. Given the sequential iterative linking 
method used in this investigation, 1,297 outcomes were 
independently linked over 5 rounds, each with a sepa-
rate consensus meeting. We suggest that the round 1 
linking results are likely reflective of novice ICF linkers 
with content expertise (e.g. in prosthetics) immediately 
post-training. The round 5 linking results better reflect 
that of experienced ICF linkers with content expertise 
who have had the opportunity to build a shared under-
standing over sequential iterative linking rounds.

CONCLUSION

There is little prior research exploring innovative met-
hods of linking to the ICF that may improve reliability, 
particularly among novice linkers. The innovative 
sequential iterative linking method trialled in this 
pilot study provides for a learning curve where novice 
linkers have an opportunity to develop a shared under-
standing and refine the linking rules over time. This 
method allowed novice linkers to improve the level 
of agreement over time and achieve similar inter-rater 
agreement to that observed in other studies involving 
expert linkers. Further research is required to engender 
confidence that the sequential iterative linking method 
can lead to strong inter-rater reliability among other 
novice linkers across discipline areas.
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